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Abstract
It is shown how a q-dimension can be dened in terms of data specic to a Hopf -algebra
and how this then coincides with the intrinsic dimension in the category of its nite-dimensional
-representations. The case of corepresentations of compact quantum groups in the setting of
Woronowicz is also treated. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18D10; 81T05; 81R15
1. Introduction
As a subject, monoidal categories have been developed for a variety of reasons.
First there have been the category theorists developing it as an interesting and natural
structure relating to closed categories which in turn were needed as a basis for enriched
categories [6]. They were developed as a tool for use in algebraic geometry [16]. They
have also proved useful in formulating and proving certain results in algebraic quantum
eld theory [3]. For very similar reasons, they have also played a role in conformal
quantum eld theory, see [14], who were obviously oblivious of the work already done
in algebraic quantum eld theory. The exigencies of quantum theory imposed additional
structure on the monoidal categories, whose most important element was the -structure,
reecting the Hilbert space adjoint and the categories involved eventually acquired the
name tensor C-categories. The results in this branch of the subject have, to date, not
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had much impact on the other branches. Presumably, the motivating background from
physics renders the older papers relatively inaccessible. But perhaps the emphasis on
the -structure has played a role, too. However, it is this -structure which plays a role
in the results of greatest potential interest outside algebraic quantum eld theory.
First, there is the proof of integrality of dimensions in a symmetric tensor C-category
with conjugates [3,4]. The results of Jones [9] on the range of the index were obtained
using very similar methods, but independently, and he was obviously unaware of any
category-theoretic background to his work. Since Longo [12] recognized the relation
between the Jones index and the statistical dimension of algebraic quantum eld the-
ory, the categorical standpoint has gradually begun to inuence work on inclusions of
factors.
Secondly, there is the duality result [4] characterizing the categories of unitary repre-
sentations of a compact group which was followed by a closely related, but independent
result by Deligne [2] for algebraic groups. The reader interested in the relation between
these duality results should consult [1].
Finally, the notion of dimension and the related notion of trace was claried in [11]
where it was established that an object with conjugates in a tensor C-category with
irreducible unit has an intrinsic dimension, corresponding to the square root of the
minimal index of subfactor theory. The main aim of [11], however, was to understand
amenability as a property of objects in such categories. This plays no role in the present
paper.
This notion of dimension diers a priori from other notions introduced for monoidal
categories and does not involve a symmetry or braiding. For this reason, it is of
interest to investigate when the dierent notions will coincide in practice, particularly
in view of the fact that the intrinsic dimension is always positive. Thus one of the
questions motivating this paper is whether the q-dimension coincides with the intrinsic
dimension. This was shown by computation to be the case for SUq(2) with q 2 (0; 1]
in [11]. The work of Yamagami [20] suggests that this is true in greater generality
but he states no result in this direction. Furthermore, from our point of view, his work
has the defect of imposing unnecessary structure, -structure, when treating conjugates.
It is quite enough if conjugates have been dened up to equivalence. Our results
support this conclusion. However, as there seems to be no abstract general denition
of q-dimension, we eectively check this for a class of examples and, by stressing the
role of the modular element, draw attention to structural properties that can be used to
provide an abstract denition of q-dimension.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we rst review the basic concepts
involving tensor C-categories, introducing in particular the intrinsic dimension. We
then show how in a braided tensor C-category, there is a unique twist allowing one
to express the intrinsic dimension in terms of the braiding and the twist. We then turn
to concrete C-categories, i.e. those embedded in the category of Hilbert spaces, where
conjugation can then be expressed in terms of invertible antilinear operators. In this
way we arrive at a canonical natural transformation of the embedding functor, which
we call the modular transformation and whose trace is just the intrinsic dimension.
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In Section 3 attention shifts to specic classes of examples of tensor C-categories
to illustrate the concepts of Section 2 in terms of structures associated with Hopf al-
gebras. We rst treat the category of nite-dimensional unitary representations of a
compact quantum group and, making contact with the work of Woronowicz, iden-
tify the element in the dual of the Hopf -algebra of smooth elements which corre-
sponds to the above modular transformation. Next we treat the case of a category of
-representations of a Hopf -algebra such as Uq and again identify the element of the
Hopf -algebra corresponding to the modular transformation and characterize it intrin-
sically. For these cases, we may assert that the intrinsic dimension coincides with the
q-dimension. The obstacle to a general result in this direction is that the q-dimension
appears to have been dened for classes of examples in an ad hoc fashion, rather than
intrinsically. Our concept of modular element may help to provide such an intrinsic
denition.
2. The categories and their properties
This section is devoted to dening the relevant categories and indicating their in-
trinsic properties. The model here is the tensor category of nite-dimensional unitary
representations of a compact quantum group with intertwiners as morphisms and the
usual notions of tensor product of representations and intertwiners.
The precise notion needed is that of a strict tensor C-category, [11]. Briey, such a
category T with objects denoted by ; ; , etc., has a space of arrows (; ) between
 and , which is a complex Banach space. Composition of arrows denoted by  is
bilinear and the adjoint  is an involutive contravariant functor acting as the identity
on objects. The norm satises the C-property jjR  Rjj = jjRjj2. This makes T into
a C-category. To be a strict tensor C-category, we need an associative (i.e. strict
associative) bilinear bifunctor ⊗ :T T ! T with a unit  and commuting with .
For convenience the functor ⊗ applied to a pair of objects  and  will be denoted
simply  rather than ⊗ .
We say that an object  in a C-category is a subobject of the object  if there
exists an isometry W 2 (; ) with W W  = 1. Given two objects ; , we say that
an object    is the direct sum of  and  if there exist isometries V 2 (;   )
and W 2 (;   ) such that V  V  + W  W  = 1. Two objects  and  are
equivalent if the space (; ) contains an invertible (and thus a unitary) element. Direct
sums and subobjects as dened above are unique up to equivalence. Any strict tensor
C-category can be enlarged in a canonical way so that (nite) direct sums exist and
the category has sucient subobjects in the sense that any (self-adjoint) projection E
in the category is of the form E =W W , with W an isometry.
Let  be an object of a strict tensor C-category. We say that  is a conjugate of
 if there exist R 2 (; ) and R 2 (;  ) such that
R
 ⊗ 1  1 ⊗ R= 1; R ⊗ 1   1  ⊗ R= 1 :
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The above equations are referred to as the conjugate equations. Note that if  is a
conjugate of  then (by symmetry of the above denition)  is a conjugate of .
Another solution R0; R
0
of the conjugate equations making 0 into a conjugate of  is
said to be equivalent to R; R if there is a unitary U 2 ( ; 0) such that
R0 = U ⊗ 1  R; R0 = 1 ⊗ U  R:
The category is said to have conjugates if every object has a conjugate. A conjugate
is unique up to equivalence. If ;  are conjugates of  and  respectively. Then  
and   are conjugates of  and  , respectively. A conjugate of a subobject is
a subobject of the conjugate.
In the theory of monoidal categories, the terms used are left and right dual [10]
rather than conjugate. However, in a tensor C-category the notions of left dual, right
dual and conjugate coincide.
An object  of the category is irreducible if (; ) = C1, where C is the eld of
complex numbers. If  is irreducible then so is . From now on, we suppose that the
identity object  is irreducible.
Suppose we have picked, for objects  and  in T with conjugates  and , solutions
R; R and R; R of the conjugate equations then there is an associated antilinear
isomorphism S 2 (; ) 7! S 2 ( ; ), given by
S = 1  ⊗ R  1  ⊗ S ⊗ 1   R ⊗ 1 :
As is shown in [11], S is the unique element of ( ; ) satisfying either
S ⊗ 1  R = 1  ⊗ S  R
or
1 ⊗ S  R = S ⊗ 1   R:
Note that the inverse of S 7! S is obtained by taking R; R and R; R as solutions
of the conjugate equations for  and .
At this point, the reader should be aware that our notation has involved a choice:
we have given precedence to R rather than R in the above denition and have thus
arrived at  rather than . Similar ambiguities will play a role in the sequel.
Let us look at the above conjugation on arrows in the case of a strict tensor
C-category H of f-d. Hilbert spaces. Strict associativity of the tensor products of
Hilbert spaces, and hence of the other categories under consideration, can be achieved,
for example, by taking them to be Hilbert subspaces of a given (properly innite)
von Neumann algebra, so that the tensor products are then dened using the (asso-
ciative) product in the ambient von Neumann algebra and are consequently strictly
associative. Let C denote the tensor unit and take 1C; 1C as the solution of the conju-
gate equations for C. Let H be an object of H, we show that picking solutions R; R
of the conjugate equations for H is equivalent to picking an invertible antilinear map
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J from H to another object H of H. Identifying H with (C; H), we have
J = 1 H ⊗    R;
1H ⊗ (J )  R=  :
Introducing an orthonormal basis feig for H , we may solve for R; R in terms of J ,
R(1) =
X
i
Jei ⊗ ei;
R(1) =
X
j
ej ⊗ J −1ej:
It is easily checked that, conversely, an invertible antilinear map J determines in this
way a solution of the conjugate equations. There are similar formulae involving an
orthonormal basis ffjg of H , since, as we have seen above, interchanging H and H
amounts to replacing J by J−1. A simple computation also shows that
R  R= Tr J J; R  R= Tr J−1J −1:
Notice that we have again given precedence to R rather than R and have hence chosen J
rather than J −1 as our antilinear operator. The invertible antilinear maps also determine
the map S 2 (H;H 0) 7! S 2 ( H; H 0) in the way one would expect. In fact, let R; R
and R0; R
0
be solutions of the conjugate equations for H and H 0 and J and J 0 the
associated antilinear operators, then if  2 (C; H),
J 0S = 1 H 0 ⊗ (S )  R0 = 1 H 0 ⊗    1 H 0 ⊗ S  R0 = S  1 H ⊗    R= SJ ;
giving
J 0S = SJ:
The relation with tensor products is also as expected. If R1; R1 and R2; R2 are solutions
of the conjugate equations for H1 and H2 then R= 1 H 2 ⊗ R1 ⊗ 1H2  R2 and R= 1H1 ⊗
R2 ⊗ 1 H 1  R1 is a solution for H1H2. To compute the corresponding invertible antilinear
map J in terms of J1 and J2, we compute
J ( 1 ⊗  2) = 1 H 2 H 1 ⊗  1 ⊗  2  R= 1 H 2 ⊗ J1 1 ⊗  2  R2
= ( H 1; H 2)  J1 1 ⊗ J2 2:
Here ( H 1; H 2) permutes the two Hilbert spaces. Thus
J = ( H 1; H 2)J1 ⊗ J2 = J2 ⊗ J1(H1; H2):
We now discuss the notion of intrinsic dimension d() as dened in [11]. For an
irreducible object  with conjugate  we pick a solution R; R of the conjugate equations,
assumed normalized in the sense that R  R = R  R. Then the intrinsic dimension
d() of  is given by
d() = R  R= R  R:
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It can be dened for arbitrary objects with conjugates in the category, by requiring
it to be additive on direct sums but it is better to proceed as follows. Supposing T
to have direct sums and subobjects, any object  with a conjugate can be written as
a direct sum of irreducibles. We say that R, R is a standard solution if R is of the
form
R=
X
i
Wi ⊗Wi  Ri;
where Ri 2 (; ii) is a normalized solution for an irreducible object i and Wi 2 (i; )
and Wi 2 ( i; ) are isometries expressing  and  as a direct sum of irreducibles. We
then have
R=
X
i
Wi ⊗ Wi  Ri
and
d() = R  R= R  R= d( ):
Any two standard solutions of the conjugate equations for  are equivalent. If R; R
and R; R are standard solutions, then S = S.
Notice that, in the category of Hilbert spaces, once we have imposed the normaliza-
tion condition R  R= R  R, the following are equivalent:
(a) R; R is standard,
(b) R  R= d(H),
(c) J is antiunitary,
(d) Tr J J = d(H).
The notion of dimension of an object is a special case of the notion of trace of an
arrow, as introduced in [11]. If X 2 (; ), we dene
tr(X ):=R  1  ⊗ X  R;
where R; R is a standard solution of the conjugate equations for . This expression is
independent of the choice of this solution. Furthermore d() = tr(1). The trace may
also be expressed in terms of R rather than R:
tr(X ):= R
  X ⊗ 1   R:
The categorical notion of trace used here diers from other notions in that it depends in
an essential way on the -structure. On the other hand, the earliest notions of trace in
monoidal categories depended on having a symmetry or at least a braiding. Later work
recognized that the prerequisite for dening a trace was not so much a braiding as that
a left dual should at the same time be a right dual. This is automatically the case in a
tensor C-category. A recent treatment of traces in monoidal categories can be found
in [13] using the notion of sovereign structure, a functorial isomorphism between left
and right duals compatible with tensor products. Studying sovereign structures amounts
to studying left or right traces. The ndings of [11] are dierent in nature: there is an
intrinsic trace associated with the C-structure. The dierent notions of trace reected
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in the dierent nomenclature are unimportant. In fact, the results of [11] show that
there are intrinsic right and left traces associated with the C-structure.
We wish to point out briey how trace and braiding relate in the case of a braided
tensor C-category T; . In fact, the computations in Lemma 4:3 of [11] allow one to
express the trace dened above in the manner familiar from ribbon categories and give
tr(X ) = R  (; )  ()−1 ⊗ 1   X ⊗ 1   R;
where () = d()R ⊗ 1  1  ⊗ (; )−1  R ⊗ 1 and where, to get the results in
the desired form, we have exchanged the braiding  with the opposite braiding −1
in Lemma 4:3 of [11]. As shown in Theorem 4:2 of [11],  lies in the centre of the
category and
(12) = (1)⊗ (2)  (1; 2)−1  (2; 1)−1:
This means that  −1 is a twist for the braided tensor category [10] and that our trace
is now expressed in the familiar way in terms of the braiding and the twist. We note
that if T has conjugates and sucient subobjects so that every object is a direct sum
of irreducibles, then, given the braiding, the above twist is uniquely determined since
its values on irreducibles are determined by their intrinsic dimensions.
We talk about a concrete strict tensor C-category when we have given a faithful
functor (called the embedding functor) into a strict tensor C-category of nite dimen-
sional Hilbert spaces. Of course, the embedding functor in question should preserve all
structure of the category, i.e. it should be linear (on morphisms) and preserve the ad-
joint and the tensor product, such functors are called tensor -functors. Note that they
automatically preserve conjugation. We can therefore draw on the above discussion
of solutions of the conjugate equations in the category of Hilbert spaces to associate
invertible antilinear operators to solutions of the conjugate equations in the concrete
category. If J is the antilinear operator associated with a solution R; R of the conjugate
equations for  then any other solutions have the form X ⊗1 R; 1 X −1  R with X
invertible and the corresponding invertible antilinear operator is X  J . Consequently,
such a category T has a canonical extension Ta involving antilinear and linear op-
erators. We take as the antilinear maps from  to  the operators of the form X  J ,
where X 2 ( ; ) and J arises from a solution of the conjugate equations for . This is
independent of the choice of J . The linear maps are left unchanged and compositions
are dened since the maps X 7! X  are dened within T. We can also check that
tensor products are dened within Ta. The task of formalizing the appropriate struc-
tural generalization needed to include these new categories will be left to the reader.
However, as we shall see, it is not necessarily the case that the Hilbert space adjoint
of an antilinear arrow from  to  is an antilinear arrow from  to .
Now if we pick a solution of the conjugate equations and consider the corresponding
invertible antilinear operator J then the positive operator J J depends only on the
equivalence class of the solution. This means that picking a standard solution of the
conjugate equations for the object , we get an invertible positive operator f:=J J
which depends only on .
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We are now in position to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let S 2 (0; ) be a morphism in a concrete strict complete tensor
C-category with conjugation. Let f be the operator dened above. Then f  S =
S f0 . Thus the assignment  7! f is a natural transformation from the embedding
functor to itself. Furthermore
f0 = f ⊗ f0 :
Proof. Let f = J J , and f0 = J 0J 0. Then J  S = S  J 0. Replacing S by S and
taking adjoints we get J   S= S  J 0, where we have used the fact that for standard
solutions we have S=S. Combining these two equations, the rst assertion follows.
Now a product of standard solutions is standard so if J and J 0 are antilinear maps
arising from standard solutions for  and 0, then (H ( ); H ( 0))J ⊗ J 0 arises from a
standard solution for 0. The second assertion now follows.
We shall refer to the natural transformation f as the modular transformation. Notice
that it can be used to express the intrinsic dimension. We have
d() = Trf = Trf−1 :
Again by using J , we have given precedence to R rather than R and hence to f rather
than f−1 .
3. Intrinsic dimension and q-dimension
Our aim in this section is look at the notion of intrinsic dimension for certain concrete
categories, such as the category RepG of unitary representations of a compact quantum
group G = (A;) and the category RepUq of f-d. -representations of the quantized
universal enveloping algebra Uq. In this way, we establish the connection with the
multiplicative linear functionals fz; z 2 C, governing the centrality of Haar measure,
[17,18] in the case of a compact quantum group, the notion of characteristic element
introduced by Yamagami, [20] and the notion of q-dimension.
Let G = (A;), where A is a separable unital C-algebra and  :A ! A ⊗ A is a
unital -algebra homomorphism. We say that G is a compact quantum group, [18], if
(id⊗ )= (⊗ id)
and if the linear subsetsnX
(bi ⊗ I)(ci); b1; : : : ; bn; c1; : : : ; cn 2 A
o
;
nX
(I ⊗ bi)(ci); b1; : : : ; bn; c1; : : : ; cn 2 A
o
are dense in A⊗ A.
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It follows that there exists a dense -subalgebra A of A such that (A; jA) is a
Hopf -algebra.
The bilinear maps
: (B(K)⊗ A) (B(K)⊗ A)! B(K)⊗ A⊗ A;
: (B(K)⊗ A) (B(L)⊗ A)! B(K ⊗ L)⊗ A
are dened by the formulae
(m1 ⊗ a) (m2 ⊗ b) = m1m2 ⊗ a⊗ b;
(m⊗ a) (n⊗ b) = m⊗ n⊗ ab
for any m1; m2; m 2 B(K), n 2 B(L) and a; b 2 A.
A unitary element u of the C-algebra B(Hu)⊗A is called a f-d. unitary representation
of G acting on the Hilbert space Hu if
(id⊗ )u= u u:
The set of f-d. unitary representations of G is denoted by RepG. Denote the trivial
representation on C by 1, i.e., 1 = IC ⊗ I 2 B(C)⊗ A: It is easy to check that if u; v 2
RepG then u v 2 RepG. It can be shown that the linear span of the matrix elements
of all inequivalent irreducible elements of RepG coincides with the algebra A.
For any u; v 2 RepG, the set of intertwining operators (u; v) is dened by
(u; v) = fT 2 B(Hu; Hv) j v(T ⊗ I) = (T ⊗ I)ug:
The Hilbert space adjoint T  2 (v; u) whenever T 2 (u; v). By using an underlying strict
tensor C-category of Hilbert spaces, the tensor product becomes strictly associative.
We now recall how conjugates are constructed within RepG. Let J be an antilinear
invertible map from the Hilbert space H to H and dene
j⊗ : B(H)⊗ A ! B( H)⊗ A
by
(j⊗)(m⊗ a) = (JmJ−1)⊗ a
for any m 2 B(H) and a 2 A.
Lemma 1. Let  be the antipode on A; let u 2 RepG and let J : H ! H be an
invertible antilinear map. Then u= (j⊗)u is a representation of G and is unitary if
and only if J J 2 (u; (id⊗ 2)u). In this case; u and u are conjugates in RepG.
Proof. It is easily checked that (id ⊗ )u = u u. Dene an invertible linear map
L : B( H)! B(H) by
L( m) = (J−1 mJ );
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where m 2 B( H). Then
(id⊗ 2)u= (id⊗ )u−1 = (id⊗ )u
= (id⊗ )(L⊗ id)u= (L⊗ id)(id⊗ )u= (L⊗ id)u −1;
whereas
(J J ⊗ I)u(J J ⊗ I)−1 = (L⊗ id)u ;
from which it follows that
u −1 = u 
if and only if
(id⊗ 2)u(J J ⊗ I) = (J J ⊗ I)u:
Furthermore, if we let R and R be solutions of the conjugate equations in the category
of Hilbert spaces corresponding to the invertible antilinear operator J −1 then it is
fairly easy to see that R 2 (1; u u) and R 2 (u u; 1), so that u is a conjugate of u.
The existence of a J making u a conjugate of u in RepG follows from the existence
of Haar measure on G, cf. Theorem 5:2 of [18]. The properties of RepG can be summed
up in the following result which is essentially the content of Theorem 1:2 of [19].
Theorem 1. We may consider RepG as a category whose objects are the represen-
tations having intertwiners as arrows; composition being the usual composition of
operators. Taking the -operation of intertwiners as the adjoint ; the operator norm
on intertwiners as the C-norm on arrows and the bilinear operation as tensor
product; RepG becomes an embedded strict tensor C-category with conjugation;
sucient subobjects and direct sums.
We now consider the intrinsic dimension in RepG. We know that picking solutions
R 2 (1; u u), R 2 (1; u u) of the conjugate equations for irreducibles u and u of
RepG, normalized such that R R= R  R, [11], the intrinsic dimension d(u) of u is
given by
d(u) = R  R= R  R= Tr J J = Tr(J J )−1> 0;
where J : H ! H is the associated antilinear invertible mapping between the Hilbert
spaces of u and u, respectively, cf. the proof of Theorem 1. Now J J 2 (u; (id⊗2)u),
as we saw in Lemma 1 and the representation (id⊗2)u coincides with ucc, the double
contragredient of u, used in [17]. Thus, J J coincides with the positive operator denoted
by F in Theorem 5:4 in [17]. We know from Proposition 1 that J J is a natural
transformation of the embedding functor and such natural transformations n are in
natural 1{1 correspondence with linear functionals f on A via
nu = (id⊗ f)u:
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The linear functional corresponding to F = J J is denoted by f1 and Woronowicz
showed in Theorem 5:6 of [17] how it expressed the modular properties of Haar mea-
sure :
(ab) = (bf1  a  f1):
Here f  a and a  f are dened by the formulae
f  a:=(id⊗ f)(a); a  f:=(f ⊗ id)(a); a 2A; f 2A0:
Furthermore, f1 induces the square of the antipode
2(a) = f−11  a  f1:
We therefore have the following result.
Proposition 2. In the category of unitary representations of a compact quantum
group the intrinsic dimension is given by
d(u) = Tr(id⊗ f1)u;
where f1 is the linear functional on A expressing the modular properties of Haar
measure.
Now let B be a unital Hopf -algebra with a positive invertible element f 2 B, i.e.
a sum of elements of the form bb. Suppose
2(a) = faf−1
for all a 2 B, and
Tr (f) = Tr (f−1)
for all f-d. -representations  of B. We dene the q-dimension dq() of  to be
dq() = Tr (f):
The q-dimension dened this way is obviously additive but not obviously multiplicative.
Yamagami [20] assumes that f has a self-adjoint square root h in B, the characteristic
element. We do not need to introduce such an element and will refer to f as the
modular element. The uniqueness of f follows from the proposition below.
Proposition 3. Let f0 2 B be an element with the same properties as f. Then
(f0) = (f) for every f-d. -representation  of B. If there are suciently many
such representations to separate the elements of B; f = f0.
Proof. As every f-d. -representation is a direct sum of irreducibles, it is sucient to
consider irreducibles . Since 2(a) = faf−1, we get for all a 2 B, (f), (f0) 2
(; 2). Since  is irreducible and we are dealing with positive invertible operators,
there is a c > 0 such that (f0)= c(f). Finally, since Tr (f)=Tr (f−1) and the
corresponding equality holds for f0, c = 1, as required.
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Before proceeding further, we give an example by exhibiting a suitable element
f in the quantized universal enveloping Lie algebra Uq, [5,8,15]. This element is
dened using the conventional generators of the algebra Uq. More precisely, it is the
exponential of the sum of the generators corresponding to the positive roots of the
simple Lie algebra being deformed. Such a denition has the defect of not being
intrinsic, a priori.
Suppose a complex simple Lie algebra is represented by a Cartan matrix A =
fcijg1i; jl with a symmetrizing diagonal matrix D = diag(d1; : : : ; dl), i.e., di 6= 0
and dicij = djcji for all 1  i; j  l. Let Uq, q 2 R, be the unital universal complex
algebra generated by ei, fi, k1i , 1  i  l, with dening relations
kik−1i = k
−1
i ki = 1; kikj = kjki;
kiejk−1i = q
dicij ej; kifjk−1i = q
−dicijfj;
eifj − fjei = ij k
2
i − k−2i
q2di − q−2di ;
1−cijX
=0
(−1)

1− cij


q2di
e1−cij−i eje

i = 0 (i 6= j);
1−cijX
=0
(−1)

1− cij


q2di
f1−cij−i fjf

i = 0 (i 6= j):
Here
[n]!q = (q− q−1)(q2 − q−2)    (qn − q−n);

n
m

q
=
[n]!q
[m]!q[n− m]!q ;
where 0  m  n. It is a Hopf -algebra with comultiplication  : Uq ! Uq ⊗ Uq,
counit  : Uq ! C, antipode  : Uq ! Uq and -operation  : Uq ! Uq given by the
formulae
(ei) = ei ⊗ k−1i + ki ⊗ ei; (fi) = fi ⊗ k−1i + ki ⊗ fi; (ki) = ki ⊗ ki;
(ei) = (fi) = 0; (ki) = 1;
(ei) =−q−2di ei; (fi) =−q2difi; (ki) = k−1i ;
ei = fi; f

i = ei; k

i = ki:
Furthermore, the Hopf -algebra Uq has an involutive anti-automorphism (i.e., anti-
multiplicative and anti-comultiplicative linear bijection)  : Uq ! Uq dened by
(ei) =−fi; (fi) =−ei; (ki) = k−1i
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that commutes with . Following Yamagami [20], we dene a characteristic element
h of Uq. One may check that there exist integers bi, 1  i  l, such thatX
i
bidiaij = 2dj
for all 1  j  l. Dene h 2 Uq by the formula
h=ik
−bi
i :
It follows that h=h, 2 =Ad h2, (h)=h−1, (h)=h⊗h, =Ad h−1 =Ad h−1 ,
where Ad : Uq ! Uq is the adjoint representation dened by Ad h(a) = hah−1 for a 2
Uq. From the representation theory for Uq, [20,15], it follows that Tr (h2)=Tr (h−2)
for a f-d. -representation of Uq, so we take h2 for our modular element f.
Remark. The characteristic element dened above can be seen to correspond to the
element qH=2 dened in [7], after taking account of the dierent dening relations used
for the quantized universal Lie algebras under consideration.
Thus, Uq provides us with examples of unital Hopf -algebras with characteristic el-
ement and for these examples our denition of q-dimension is consistent with the usual
terminology. We now consider the strict tensor C-category T of f-d. -representations
of a unital Hopf -algebra B equipped with a positive invertible element f as above
having intertwiners as arrows, the C-structure being induced from Hilbert spaces. The
tensor product on objects is dened by the formula
0(a)( ⊗  0) = (⊗ 0)(a)( ⊗  0);
where ; 0 are two objects in T,  2 H,  0 2 H0 and a 2 B. On arrows the tensor
product coincides with the Hilbert space tensor product. The f-d. -representation on
C given by the counit  is denoted by 1. It is obviously irreducible and is the unit for
the tensor product ⊗ in T.
We shall now show that every object  of T has a conjugate. To this end, take as
the Hilbert space H  of  the image of H under an invertible antilinear operator J
such that J J = (f−1). We then dene the object  of T by
(a) = J((a))J−1:
This is obviously a representation of B and
(a) = J−1(−1(a))J  = J(f)(−1(a))J  = J((a))J−1;
so that we even have a -representation.
Proposition 4. Let R and R be the solutions of the conjugate equations in the cate-
gory of Hilbert spaces associated with the above invertible antilinear operator J; then
R 2 (1; ); R 2 (1;  ). Thus; R and R are solutions of the conjugate equations for
; i.e.;
( R
 ⊗ 1)  (1 ⊗ R) = 1; (R ⊗ 1 )  (1  ⊗ R) = 1 :
Furthermore these solutions are normalized.
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Proof. We must show that R((a)1) = (a)R(1) for all a 2 B, i.e., introducing an
orthonormal basis ei of H (), that
(a)
X
i
Jei ⊗ ei =
X
k; i
(ak)Jei ⊗ (bk)ei =
X
k; i
J((ak ))ei ⊗ (bk)ei;
where (a) =
P
k ak ⊗ bk . Taking the scalar product in the rst variable with J−1ej,
we see that we have to show that
(a)1 = (bk)((ak )
) = (−1(ak(bk))):
But this is just a consequence of the Hopf algebra identity m(id⊗)=. so R 2 (1; ).
Interchanging the roles of  and , we similarly conclude that R 2 (1;  ). Thus R
and R yield solutions of the conjugate equations for  and these are normalized since
R  R= Tr (f) = Tr (f)−1 = R  R:
Corollary 1. Let T be the above category of f-d. -representations of B then the
intrinsic dimension coincides with the q-dimension. Furthermore; if B has suciently
many f-d. -representations then f = f ⊗ f.
Proof. For irreducible objects, the two dimensions coincide by Proposition 4. Hence,
they coincide in general by the additivity of both dimensions. We now know that
(f−1) = f: Hence, by Proposition 1,
(⊗ )f = (f) = (f)⊗ (f) = (⊗ )(f ⊗ f):
However, the representations of the form ⊗ of B⊗B separate the elements of B⊗B
giving f = f ⊗ f as required.
In conclusion, we have succeeded in proving two results asserting that the q-dimension
equals the intrinsic dimension, namely Proposition 2 and Corollary 1. In each case this
has involved dening the q-dimension in terms of a structural element associated with
a Hopf -algebra, the modular element. In the rst case, we are dealing with corep-
resentations of the Hopf -algebra and the modular element lies in the dual. In the
second case, we deal with representations and the modular element belongs to the
Hopf -algebra itself. The modular element describes the modular properties of Haar
measure and Plancherel measure and it implements the square of the coinverse.
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